D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts and Science, Solapur

Redressal Committee

Minutes of meetings

(2013-2019)
Notice

The meeting was held on 16-08-2013 the following members were present:

1) Mrs. T. T. Bapat
2) Mrs. M. A. Patki
3) Mrs. S. P. Deshmukh
4) Mrs. Seema Kunkar

Minutes of meeting:

1) Welcome

2) Different Issue

3) Discussion

4) Thanks

[Signatures]

Principal,

D.B.I. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur.
1. The committee discussed on the demand received from students regarding starting the post graduate course in Mathematics.

2. A request received from students with respect to introduction of Urdu section in college annual number entitled Footprints.

Action Taken Report:

1. It is decided to take essential steps for starting the post graduate course in Mathematics.

2. A Urdu section is allowed in college annual number entitled Footpoints. The students are encouraged to write and submit the matter in Urdu for Footpoints.

[Signature]

PRINCIPAL
D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
A second meeting is called in the academic year 2018-14 on 17th December 2013

Members

1) Mrs. T. T. Bapat
2) Mrs. M.A. Patki
3) Mrs. S. P. Deshmukh
4) Mrs. Geena Kanikar

Minutes of meeting:

1) Welcome all member
2) The various subject related to good arts are discussed.
3) In conclusion solution has been given to it.
4) Thanks

H. Japet

[Signature]

[Stamp] PRINCIPAL
D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
(1) A minutes of last meeting were confirmed.
(2) The committee discussed on the demand received from students in connection with provision of mobile phone charging point in boy’s hostel and Girl’s hostel as well.
(3) A demand from students regarding keeping open self library opened in evening session also was discussed in the meeting.

Action Taken Report.

(1) The provision of mobile phone charging point in Boy’s hostel and Girl’s hostel is made.

(2) It is decided to keep open the library (open self section) in evening session also for the benefit of the students.

D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
Notice
A meeting of Redressal committee is called on 23/04/2014.
A following committee members were present.

1) Mrs. T. T. Bapat

2) Mrs M. A. Pathi

3) Mr. S. P. Dehnath

4) Mrs. Geema Khairkar

Minutes of meeting

1) Welcome
2) Duties
3) Discussion
4) Thanks

[Stamp]

D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.

[Signature]
1. A minutes of last meeting were confirmed.
2. The committee discussed on the demand received from students regarding Common Notice Board.
3. The committee also taken in to account the grievance of students regarding parking of bicycles and other vehicles.
4. A grievance regarding loss of bicycle was discussed.

Action Taken Report.

1. A provision of Common Notice Board is made.
2. An arrangement of Parking of bicycle and other vehicles is made at the right side of the main entrance of the college.
3. A cycle stand contractor was intimated regarding loss of bicycle and settled the matter with the payment of compensation to the student.

[Signature]
PRINCIPAL
D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
Notice.

A second meeting of academic year 2014-15 held on 14th July, 2015. The following members were present for the meeting:

1) Mrs. T. T. Bapat
2) Mrs. M. A. Pathi
3) Mr. S. R. Deshmukh
4) Mrs. Seema Kinikar

Minutes of meeting:

* Welcome
* Complaints
* Solution
* Discussion
* Thanks

Principal
D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur.
1. The students registered their demand for making available more equipment of sports.
2. The students demanded for various reference books.
3. A demand was discussed regarding provision of ramp for differently abled students.
4. The committee discussed on the demand received from students regarding provision of solar lamps in gents hostel which would facilitate uninterrupted power supply.

Action Taken Report.

1. The college has purchased various equipment and instruments for the sports department.
2. The library department has appealed all the departments for submitting their requirements of reference books and ordered the books as per the requisite demand.
3. The ramps were constructed for the benefit of differently abled. In all three well designed ramps are constructed near way to staff room, other one is constructed near department of chemistry and other one is built near department of Geography.
4. The college has purchased and installed solar power unit to ensure uninterrupted power supply at gents hostel situated on the campus of the college.
Notice.

A meeting of Redressal Committee is called on 20-08-2015 at 3:00 P.m. A following Committee members were present:

1. Dr. B.H. Damji - chairman
2. Dr. S.K. Chavan - Member
3. Mrs. M.A. Patki - Member
4. Dr. G.D. Birajdar - Member
5. Shri. Goumisankar R. Deshmukh

Minutes of meeting:

1. Welcome
2. Different issues
3. Discussion
4. Thanks

Principal
D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur.
1. The student demanded for organization of study tour.

2. The students from various classes especially those who participate in cultural activities demanded for purchase of additional instruments and equipment.

3. The committee discussed on the issue regarding availability of internet facility to the students.

Action Taken Report.

1. Honorable Principal of the college has appealed the faculty to organize study tours of the students.

2. In order to motivate and encourage the students for the participation in cultural activities, the college has purchased instruments like drums, dhol, tabla, gita, Harmonium etc.

3. The college has purchased 15 computers for the students and installed the same with internet facility in the library. The students are given free access to computer and internet.

PRINCIPAL
D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
Notice.

A meeting of Redressal Committee is called on 03-03-2016 at 3:00 p.m.

A following committee members were present.

1. Dr. B. H. Damaji – Chairman
2. Dr. S. K. Chavan – Member
3. Mrs. M. A. Patki
4. Dr. G. D. Birajdar
5. Shri. Gourishankar R. Deshmukh

Minutes of meeting.

1. Welcome.
2. Duties.
3. Discussion.
4. Thanks.

[Signature]
Principal
D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur.
1. The students demanded for enrichment of Departmental Library which would make available the books in more numbers than before.
2. The students registered their demand for ground floor issue counter of library.
3. A provision of building-wise separate toilet was the demand from the students. It was discussed in the meeting.

Action Taken Report.
1. Considering the demand for enrichment of Departmental Library, the college has taken steps to purchase more books and made them available through the Dept. Library.
2. Taking into account the demand for ground floor issue counter of library, the college has started the issue counter of books at the ground floor of the library. All books are issued through this counter.
3. The separate toilets are constructed for each building.

[Signature]
Principal
D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur.
Notice

A meeting of Redressal committee is called on 11-08-2016 at 3.00 P.M.
A following committee members were present.

1. Dr. B.H. Damji - Chairman
2. Dr. S.K. Chavan - Member
3. Mrs. M.A. Patki - Member
4. Dr. G.D. Birajdar - Member
5. Shri Gourishankar R. Deshmukh

Minutes of Meeting

1. Welcome
2. Different Issues
3. Discussion
4. Thanks

Principal
D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur

Scanned by CamScanner
The students demanded for keeping the toilet clean.

2. The students registered their demand for maintenance of water tank and availability of RO water.

3. A complaint was received from students regarding availability of computer with internet connectivity.

4. The committee discussed on the issue of separate building for Post Graduate courses.

Action Taken Report:

1. The toilet cleaning staff are given necessary instructions for keeping the toilet clean and maintain the hygiene in premises.

2. The work of water tank cleaning was given on contract basis to Mr. Bhadange. The tanks are cleaned with scientific method. Proper care of hygiene is being taken. Moreover, a unit of RO is installed near Department of Mathematics. The RO water is supplied to all taps through pipeline.

3. A set of 15 computers has been installed in the library with internet connectivity.

4. The construction of Post Graduate Block has been started. It is expected to be completed within one year. It is proposed that all PG classes be held in the PG Block.

[Signature]

D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
Notice:

A second meeting of academic year 2015-16 held on 02-03-2017 at 3:00 P.M. The following members were present for the meeting:

1. Dr. B.H. Damaji - chairman
2. Dr. S.K. Chavan - Member
3. Mrs. M.A. Patki - Member
4. Dr. G.D. Boraikar - Member
5. Shri. Gourishankar R. Deshmukh

Minutes of meeting:

1. Welcome
2. Different Issues
3. Discussion
4. Thanks
The girl students demanded for solar water heater to be installed at ladies hostel.

The students put forward their grievance regarding availability of mess and canteen facility.

The provision of separate windows for the receipt of fees was discussed in the meeting.

Most of the students demanded for token system with display facility for remittance of fees and other transactions.

**Action Taken Report.**

1. A unit of solar water heater has been installed for the ladies hostel so that hot water could provide to girl students in the hostel.
2. Considering the demand of mess and canteen facility in the hostel, the college authority has taken the decision to start the mess-cum canteen in the hostel. The said canteen is now opened for the benefit of the students in the hostel.
3. As per the grievance received from the students regarding separate windows for the fees collection, the college authority decided to make separate window arrangement for different classes so that the pressure of rush could meet out.
4. The token system with display facility for remittance of fees and other transactions has been started in the college. This system has helped to remove the unnecessary crowd before the window.
Notice

A meeting of Redressal committee is called on 21-08-2017, at 3:00 p.m.

Following committee members were present:

1. Dr. B.H. Damaji - Chairman
2. Dr. S.K. Chavan - Member
3. Mrs. M.A. Patki - Member
4. Dr. G.D. Birajdar - Member
5. Shri. Gouajishankar R. Deshmante

Minutes of meeting

1. Welcome
2. Different Issues
3. Discussion
4. Thanks
1. The committee discussed on the complaint regarding classroom repairing.
2. Most of the students demanded to make available the Reading Room especially during examinations. The Reading Room should not be allotted to CAP.
3. The students demanded for a digital notice board.

Action Taken Report:

1. The college authority has immediately taken action on minor repairing of classrooms.
2. The students are made available the Reading Room during the examination period also as the CAP is transferred to the Laboratory of Physics Department. So now the students can utilize the Reading Room facility even during the examination period.
3. The digital notice board has been installed near outside the admission office and near window no. 1.
Notice

A second meeting of academic year 2015-16 held on 02-08-2018 at 3.00 P.M.
The following members were present for the meeting:

1. Dr. B.H. Damaji - Chairman.
2. Dr. S.K. Chavan - Member.
3. Mrs. M.A. Patki - Member.
4. Dr. G.D. Birajdar - Member.
5. Shri. Gourishankar R. Deshmane

Minutes of meeting:

1. Welcome.
2. Different issues.
3. Discussion.
4. Thanks.

Principal
D.B.F. Dayanand College of Arts & Science, Solapur.
1. The students demanded for the commencement of Google Classroom.
2. The provision of hood chamber for removal of smell and fumes of chemicals.
3. The students demanded for postgraduate courses in various subjects.

Action Taken Report

1. All faculties are given instructions to commence google classroom and initiate the email group of the students. Some faculties have already started such classroom. This has helped to communicate the students very effectively.
2. The provision of hood chamber for removal of smell and fumes of chemicals has been installed in the Department of Chemistry.
3. Considering the demand from students, the college authority has started postgraduate courses in Microbiology, Solid State Physics, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and Economics.
Notice

A meeting of Redressal committee is called on 23-08-2018 at 3.00 P.M.
A following committee members were present:

1. Dr. B.H. Damaji - chairman
2. Dr. S.K. Chavan - Member
3. Mrs. M.A. Patki - Member
4. Mrs. H.S. Birajdar - Member
5. Shri. Gourishankar R. Deshmukh

Minutes of meeting:

1. Welcome
2. Different issues
3. Discussion
4. Thanks

Principal
D.B.F. DAYANAND COLLEGE OF
ARTS & SCIENCE, SOLAPUR.
1. The students demanded for toilet repairing.
2. The committee discussed on the issue of mobile lost by the students.
3. The students put forward their grievance regarding making available the newspaper for the students.
4. The girl students demanded for Provision of vending machines of sanitary napkins.

Action Taken Report:

1. The college authority has given necessary instructions for repairing toilet near parking.
2. The complaint of loss of mobile is registered with Mr. P.D. Shinde, office superintendent. However, the said mobile was handed over to the office by other students. The mobile was immediately given to the students who was registered the complaint.
3. All newspapers are made available for the students in the library.
4. The matter of installation of vending machines of sanitary napkins was discussed with respected principal and taken decision of its installation. The installation of the same is under Process.